Visionary Novelist invites You to a Spiritual Adventure

In a novel that has been compared with *The Alchemist* by Paulo Coelho and *The Way of the Peaceful Warrior* by Dan Millman, the award winning author Ross Hostetter takes the reader on a visceral journey into the wilderness that results in personal awakening. This book is weaves real-world spiritual teaching within an epic spiritual adventure story—a story that transports the reader into a world where the extraordinary becomes ordinary, and where the terrible power of nature is the master teacher.

Spending time in the Canadian wilderness was one of Hostetter’s favorite pastimes as a young man. On one extended canoe trip, he met a remarkable mentor and spiritual friend who led him to an experience of enlightenment. “My motivation in writing the book was to uncover each stage of the spiritual journey; to offer a window into the process of awakening; and to do this in story form. I wanted to help someone feel just what it’s like to be inside the skin of someone who’s striving for their highest potential.”

Readers have been rewarded with a book that has been described as the “first great spiritual adventure story of the 21st century.”

“Wow, such a significant, wonderful read! Part strongly engaging and often roaringly funny story-line, part journey of awakening, part mystical adventure, all with a bright ring of authenticity and a felt sense of undeniable truth.”
—Marina Francis, Creator of the Coming Home to Eat © Coaching Programs.

“Hostetter weaves leading-edge spiritual wisdom and sophisticated cultural insight into an exciting tale of mystery and enlightenment. I highly recommend this jewel of a book.”
—Steve McIntosh, Author of *Evolution's Purpose and Integral Consciousness* and *The Future of Evolution*

About the Author

Born in Freeport, Illinois and a graduate of George Washington University Law School, Ross Hostetter is a nationally recognized Attorney, mediator, consultant and professional trainer with a career spanning 30 years. *Keepers of the Field* is his first novel, which won the Indie Excellence Award for Visionary Fiction shortly after its release. Ross and his wife Mary currently live in Boulder, Colorado, and are raising three children together.